We consider in this paper an implicit non-linear ordinary differential equation P(Z, y, y') = O. There are several types of solutions.
Introduction
This paper is mainly concerned with ordinary differential equations of first order p(z, y,y') = o
where p is a polynomial. When the equation is linear, the set of its solutions has the structure of an affine vector space. Algorithms have been developed (see [14] ) to compute formal power series solutions of these equations in the neighbourhood of singular points, where numerical analysis proves to be inefficient. In the non-linear case, the structure of the solutions is not as clear. There might be several types of solution.
We may first distinguish the singular solutions, which are the common solutions of (1) and &Y,y') =o (2) As for the general solution, it has not really gained a rigourous definition in classical treatises. In section 2 we will briefly give the basic definitions and properties of the theory of differential algebra. It gives some insight on the structure of the solutions: each type of solution is defined by a prime d$flerential ideal. In this context *this work has been supported by European project CATHODE. Permission to make digital/hard copies of all or part of this material for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that the copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage, the copyright notice, the title of the publication and its date appear, and notice is given that copyright is by permission of the ACM, Inc. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires specific permission and/or fee. ISSAC'96, Zurich, Switzerland. @)1996 ACM 0-S9791-796-0/96 /07 . ..$3.50
we can give a rigourous definition of the general solution which is due to Ritt. This is to be found in section 3. In section 4 we propose an algorithmic method to compute a differential basis of the prime differential ideal defining the general solution.
In other words, we will compute equations which, if satisfied by a solution of (1), will ensure that this solution is in the general solution. 
0
We will use the following notations. Let u be a subset of the differential ring A. We define @ = {a 6 A such that 3 a 6 N* aa c u}. Besides we will note respectively (a), [u] and {a} the (non-differential) ideal, the differential ideal and the radical differential ideal generated by a. The radical (non-differential) ideal generated bv a is .
[a] is actually the ideal generated;y the elements of u together with their derivatives up to any order. Besides {a} = fi provided A contains a field isomorphic to~.
We shali assume from now on that A contains Q. Thanks to property 2.1 we can write :
The decomposition in essential components of {p} is actually {P} = {Y? -4%, VZ -2} n {YO } The differential equation has thus two types of solution.
The first is given by~(z) = O, the second is the solution of the system There are thus two of them:~1 (z) = O and~2(z) = &X3. At singular points, we should not expect to find such formal power series solutions.
First we shall distinguish regular singular points, when~+ yl~does not vanish, from We can thus expect to develop the general solution into formal power series along the singular solution.
Note that we intrinsically look for infinitely differentiable solutions. In the example above, infinitely many differentiable solutions go through a point. More generally, when there is a singular solution, there may be infinitely many r-times differentiable solutions through a point. This r is bounded by the m --1 in theorem 4.1.
Assume we have a formal power series that is a zero of (Z-zo)i y:. Then (x", yf, yf') is a zero Of p.
Gp:?7=xi>o -Likewise (z",~~,. . . . y;) is a zero of the g;. Conversely, we seek conditions under which (x", y:) extends to a formal power series solution, that is, conditions under which we may find y;, y;, y;, . . .. Part of the answer is given by the following extension theorem (see for instance [5] ). The underlined terms correspond to the leading coefficients (the q, of the extension theorem). In virtue of theorem 6.1, given the initial condition (z", y:), we may find Y7 c C a root of P(x", y:, y,) provided x" # O. Now, WPI 2Y:, 5~Yl + Yo, 2XY0, 2X2) = (x,~l)). that corresponds to the contact singular point. According to the same theorem, for a given zero of p, (x", y:, y?) 
15(X -x0)5 + 533(x -X")" -22(Z")3 1152(xo)4 + The first step of a general algorithm is thus to compute a Grbner basis of L7~according to a lexicographical order x < yO < yl < < y~. We can read out of it the successive basis of the~$ for all 1< k < m. This has the form :
1:
+.. . where g; = p. We give the following notations: for some 1 s r s m, g' will be the set of polynomials {g; }1, and qr the set of leading coefficients of the extension theorem:
1=1,? '-1 We are going to look under which minimal conditions an initial condition (z", y:) can be extended to a formal power series. The key point is that these conditions will be on z", and the m first derivatives of y, y:, y~, . . . . y%, only. The first step is to find under which conditions (x", y~) can be extended to a zero (x", y:, y;, . . . , y&) of~~. This is done by extending with one derivative at a time and applying at each step the extension theorem: provided (x", y:) is not a root of ql, y: can be found in~such that (z", y:, y:) is a zero of p, that is a zero of G;. (x", yj, y;) extends to a zero (x", y;, y~, yj) of @ if (x", y;, y:) @ V(q2).
Taking similar successive steps we will find the conditions under which (x", y:) can be extended to a zero (x", u:, y:,..., g%) of Gy. Secondly, to extend this zero to higher orders, that is to determine when we can find y~+l, y~+2, . . . . a general process5 would be to compute successively the~~+1,~~+z, . . . . But in the case of a first order differential polynomial p we are considering here, we know that the {g' }l<r$~is a differential basis of G=. Moreover, for j < m, bg~E~~+1. Therefore, adding the dg~to the basis of L7T will give a basis of L77+1. Similarly, adding all the derivatives up to order r of the polynomials in the set g~to the basis of~w ill give a basis~~+r.
Let q~+l denote the set of separants of the polynomials in g~. This is the set of the leading coefficients in the derivatives of the polynomials in g~.
If the zero (z, y:,..., y:) of Gr we obtained earlier is not in the affine variety of qm+ 1, then it satisfies the condition of the extension theorem, and we can find a formal power series solution (up to any order). We shall point out that if a partial solution (x, y~,. . . . y;) is in V(q~+'), it does not mean that there is no power eerie 0 5We mean a process that could be applied for a higher order differential polynomial. solution extending it. It just means there is another type of solution (corresponding to a infinite y~+l ) which extends it. EXAMPLE 6.4 In the last example, we have shown that when X" = O the general solution could not be expanded into formal power series. But you can check that j(z) =~Z2 is a solution in the neighbourhood of X* = O. The point is that in the neighbourhood of Z" = O there are other solutions.
Indeed the general solution is given by~~(x) = x2 + &~+ b@, where b is an arbitrary constant. o
To put it in a nutshell, provided we can find a zero (x, Y8,. . . . y:) of Gy, by successive extension steps, which is not in the union of the afline varieties of the leading coefficient u~=~V(qr) = V (n~=~l (q')), we know we can develop the general solution into formal power series up to any order.
For higher order differential equation, we may find the formal power series of the general solution up to a given order k by similarly computing the G';. Nonetheless, we do not know whether it will extend any further.
Prospects
Points on the algebraic variety of the leading coefficients, which are the points where the general solution can not be developed into formal power series, require another approach. We shall certainly think about a more general class of formal series if we w-e tempted to develop the solution at these points.
It would be nice to extend the results to higher orders. As for a scalar differential equation of order higher than one, we have defined the general solution and computing its basis and developing it into formal power series can be done in quite the same way. What is left to determine is the bound for the number of derivations to be made. When considering a system of differential equations, the first step is to find the right definition of the general solution. The keystone lies on a generalisation of the separant.
